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Introduction
A good number of candidates produced competent responses, demonstrating familiarity
with the topics and texts, good language awareness and evidence of ability to apply this
knowledge in order to transfer meaning, answer comprehension questions and offer factually
correct details pertaining to their chosen topics and texts. Occasionally, there was evidence
of violations in rubric especially in relation to adhering to word limit and indicating the
chosen question clearly and unambiguously.
Candidates are advised to observe the prescribed word limit and structure their responses
in an organised manner, so they avoid platitudes and unnecessary overviews of the topic
or biographical synopses that detract from a relevant and purposeful argument. It is also
essential to indicate accurately and clearly the choice of question and answer two questions
from two different modules, rather than two questions from the same module. There was
evidence of rubric violations when candidates chose two Cavafy questions or two cinema
questions and inevitably lost marks. A number of candidates failed to indicate the choice of
question and, as it was not always obvious what the chosen sub question was, the response
failed to attract marks for relevant substantiation and clarity.
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Question 1
Question 1 produced many appropriate and well-formulated responses to the question,
presenting the right amount of information and avoiding superfluous and irrelevant detail.
As advised in the rubric, candidates ought to refrain from copying isolated phrases from the
text, without providing appropriate context or manipulating structures in order to provide
answers which are syntactically and grammatically appropriate, as well as factually correct.
Candidates ought to pay attention to the way the question is formulated so that, if they opt
for short answers (which is fine) these do not give rise to misunderstandings. For example:
Question 1(h) asked:
Τι διαφορετικό κάνουν οι κριτές αυτού του παιχνιδιού σε σχέση με κριτές άλλων
διαγωνισμών; Δώσε δυο λεπτομέρειες.
Many responses offered the two appropriate details that make up a full response, i.e. δε
διώχνουν κανένα και σε κάθε εκπομπή δίνουν βαθμό σε κάθε διαγωνιζόμενο.
A large number of candidates ignored the way the question was phrased and responded
by writing: Όλοι παίρνουν βαθμό. This is the type of response that merited no marks,
as, copying from the source text aside, it misleads the reader to assume that the judges
themselves are awarded points.
Questions 1(a), 1(e), 1 (g) and 1(i) were answered very well by the majority of candidates,
albeit occasionally with more detail than required. A number of candidates answered
Question 1(d) without offering the second distinguishing detail that established the obvious
talent of the participants and focused instead on rather lengthy answers that only contained
one detail: the excellence of music education in Cyprus.
Question 1(j) was occasionally answered by omitting the important detail that the prize
included financial support for further studies in music.
This is a response that shows a high level of achievement, as it received full marks.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

The candidate answered fully, with
appropriate detail and respect for the
conventions of grammar and syntax,
in a way that avoided confusion
and misunderstanding. Occasional
superfluous information (1j) was added
after the candidate's relevant response
and did not detract from the accuracy of
the information that was relayed first.

Even though correct in its constituent details,
this response sometimes contained true but
superfluous information, (e.g. 1(h)). As a
rule, candidates are advised to read carefully
to provide the details or explanation needed
to support their answers, but to stay away
from expanding beyond the number of
details or examples required. Occasionally,
superfluous information may contain mutually
exclusive or a mixture of correct and incorrect
details. In such cases the examiner will read
the information in the order that it appears
and decide whether the required number of
details that appears first constitutes a correct
answer or not. There will not be a selection of
correct information out of an array of details
that far exceed the prescribed number.
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This response indicates less able language skills as the candidate failed to score more than
two marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is a response that relied heavily on
rearranging extracts from the source text without
regard for the conventions that allow meaning to
emerge. Each response contained isolated words
and phrases which were largely copied from
the stimulus text and occasionally the makings
of potentially correct conclusions but when put
together with other similarly copied phrases and
texts resulted in obscuring meaning.

Examiner Tip

Using past papers, practise responding
to the questions by paraphrasing and
manipulating structures, so that each
response is grammatically correct and
syntactically appropriate.
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Question 2
A good number of candidates produced translations which showed satisfactory control of
meaning, good command of vocabulary and excellent knowledge of structures.
Few candidates lacked the language skills in order to grasp more than the basic sense of
the passage, whereas many, including candidates with otherwise excellent knowledge of
English and Greek, found it difficult to convey in Greek vocabulary such as "acquaintances",
"volunteer", "members" and "community". The majority of candidates employed correct
linguistic structures to transfer meaning, including references to the past ("μαζεύτηκαν"),
and aspects of time requiring the subjunctive ("για να συζητήσουν").
A small number of candidates opted for summaries of the source text, rather than
translations, whereas others offered several translation alternatives instead of sticking with
one. Candidates are advised against both of these practices.
This is an excellent response that earned full marks.
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Examiner Comments

An excellent translation. The language reads
well and contains a variety of correctly-used
structures, vocabulary and idiom, albeit with
occasional spelling errors. The candidate
translated challenging phrases such as "get
to work" and "the power of community" very
well and provided us with a clearly laid out
and nuanced translation.
The candidate conveyed meaning accurately
and avoided the pitfall of assuming that
"Atenistas" is a masculine noun in -ας.
There was attention to the gender of nouns
preceding a relative clause (e.g. "μέλη τα
οποία"), correct application of the position of
stress in words such as "των πράξεών τους"
and generally a very thoughtful approach to a
legible and organised transfer of meaning.
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Examiner Tip

Pay attention to the syntax and the
grammatical structures that allow
you to ascertain case and number
(e.g. Atenistas should be translated
as a nominative plural).

This was a less able translation that showed limited linguistic ability, even though some
meaning emerged with apt choices of vocabulary.
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Examiner Comments

The passage contained many grammatical
errors and indicated insufficient knowledge
of the rules of case, agreement and tense
formation. The rules of orthography
were mostly ignored. Occasionally, some
communication emerged but overall the
translation suffered from inadequate
language awareness, which made the
translation into Greek not intelligible or
accurate enough.
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Examiner Tip

It is essential to indicate the position of
stress consistently and throughout writing
in Greek. Candidates should become
familiar with the various functions of
an English gerund (as a subject, after
prepositions, in compound nouns) and
not assume that every word ending in
-ing in English may be translated as a
participle in -ώντας/-οντας (e.g. "την ιδέα
του δημιουργώντας").

Question 3 (a)
A small number of candidates attempted question 3(a). Some of these responses described
factually correct instances and details but failed to make the link between these facts and
the 1967 coup d'état.
Candidates who attempted this question often stayed in the mid-range of the assessment
scale as details were sometimes muddled, events were misdated and acts were attributed to
the wrong people. There was some tendency to list events without enough of a commentary
or analysis of their significance. Such list-like responses which enumerate dates and facts,
without referring to the position or argument they substantiate, often stayed in the 6-8
band.
This was a good response that earned 23 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This was a very good attempt at framing
the 1967 events in a historical and political
framework that referred to the deep
cleavages in Greek society, in the post
WW2, post-Civil War era. The essay started
off very well by explaining the coordinates
that brought about the political instability
of the 1960s and the conflicts between the
main parties. Some omissions regarding
events in the first part of the 1960s and a
conclusion that made a bold assertion with
enough prior justification (that the coup is
generally treated as an event that could
not have been prevented) prevented this
otherwise very good and clear response
from gaining full marks.

Examiner Tip

Focus on articulating an introduction
that puts your essay in the historical
or critical framework that is relevant
to the topic and question, just like
this candidate has managed to do. An
introduction is not just the place for
your good first impression, it also the
road map that will enable your reader
to get a sense of the main thrust and
organisation of your ideas.
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This was a less able response that showed limited knowledge of the topic. It earned 7 out of
the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

The candidate integrated very general
information in this essay that did not
directly relate to the question. The
response showed almost anecdotal
and basic knowledge of the topic and
addressed material not relevant to the
requirements of the question.

Knowledge of the topic, understanding
of the question and organisation and
development of relevant material
are inextricably linked. A candidate
cannot earn marks in the categories
of organisation and development and
quality of language when the content of
the response is largely irrelevant or too
simplistic.
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Question 3 (b)
Very few candidates chose this question. Answers addressed the relationship between
Greece and the US mostly through generalisations about feelings of anti-Americanism and
very little substantiation that referenced the context of the influence of the US in Greek
politics and economy, e.g. the legacy of the Truman doctrine, the Marshall Plan, relations
with mainstream parties such as ERE, etc.
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Question 4 (a)
This was the least popular sub question in this module. Very few candidates attempted
to write about a personality that was influential in the history of Cyprus and justify this
choice with apt examples. As expected most candidates singled out Archbishop Makarios
and Nikodimos Mylonas for their contributions towards resistance to the British rule and the
independence of Cyprus.
This was a very good response that scored 26 out the 28 available marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response offered essential details,
organised relevant facts well, in a
way that led to a convincing and clear
conclusion. Communication was varied
and fluent throughout. The response
would have merited full marks in
organisation had the candidate not
exceeded the word limit available.

Examiner Tip

It is important to maintain focus on a
balance between description and justification,
in order to show good knowledge of the topic
but also good understanding of the question.
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Question 4 (b)
The majority of candidates who opted for the module on the History of Cyprus chose this
question. Many wrote interesting and well substantiated accounts regarding the ideology of
EOKA, while at the same time focusing on the main protagonists and leaders in the struggle
against British rule.
Some accounts focused on repetitive descriptions regarding the aims of the organisation
and failed to provide enough factual detail about the activities that were carried out as part
of the campaign against British rule. A distinguishing feature of many responses was their
length that far exceeded the prescribed word limit.
This was a good response that earned 22 out of the available 28 points.
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Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

The candidate addressed many relevant facts
that highlighted the ideology, protagonists and
activities of the organisation. Unfortunately,
the response was rather lengthy and did
not give sufficient evidence of the ability to
organise and develop the material effectively.

Avoid offering lengthier descriptions
than necessary in order to substantiate
your argument. In addition to listing
facts, interpretation and commentary
are important, as this response aptly
demonstrates, so aim for a balance
between description and interpretation
and leave room for a pertinent conclusion.
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Question 5 (a)
Question 5 attracted the fewest candidates in this examination series.
The majority of the candidates who selected this question chose to write about
environmental problems in Cyprus. Most of these responses offered well documented
information that singled out forest fires, recycling practices, factory waste and air pollution
as a result of car use as important challenges that require attention.
This was a good response that gained 22 out of the 29 available marks.
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Examiner Comments

=The candidate included many relevant details
that addressed the topic. The organisation
of the material was not always effective and
there was an obvious rubric violation as the
response far exceeded the prescribed number
of words. The response occasionally included
unaccountable digression into generalised
value judgments about the behaviour of certain
nationalities, which did not contribute to the
development of a well-documented argument.

Examiner Tip

The rubric requires that the response
stays in the 250–350 words range. It
is important to select factually correct
information that will contribute to
the argument succinctly and avoid
repetition and generalisations.
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Question 5(b)
Question 5(b) attracted very few candidates. Most of the responses contained extremely
generic accounts about the impact of tourism, without any distinguishing details that could
have enabled the examiners to identify the particulars of a place in Greece or Cyprus.
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Question 6 (a)
A good number of candidates chose to study the module on Childhood and Society in Greek
cinema and responses were almost equally split between questions 6(a) and 6(b).
The candidates who chose question 6(a) wrote with conviction and included relevant
material that demonstrated their close knowledge of the films they studied. Many essays
contained a comparative analysis that illustrated with apt examples how family tensions
affected the lives of the protagonists. A small number of candidates displayed good
knowledge of the films but did not adequately address the requirements of this particular
question.
This was a very good response that earned 25 out of the available 28 points.
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Examiner Comments

This response was distinguished by
an excellent introduction that avoided
generalisation and launched into the
main thesis of the essay succinctly and
pertinently. The candidate steered away
from unnecessary plot summaries and
singled out the instances that supported
and substantiated the argument. More
balance in the details that described
the way family arguments affected the
young protagonists across all three
films would have elevated this response
to higher marks for organisation and
development.

Examiner Tip

An introduction that acknowledges
the question is an important first step
towards an effective organisation and
development of the main ideas and
arguments in the response.
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This was an excellent response that earned 26 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This essay tackled the issue in hand head on, with purpose,
certainty and a very lucid narrative as well as analysis. The
organisation of the material did justice to the content itself
and there was no wordage wasted on generic statements and
introductions. The balance between narrative and analysis,
knowledge and understanding was good. An omission here and
there and a rather generic conclusion deprived this otherwise
relevant and coherent response from full marks.

Examiner Tip

Be vigilant when it comes to selecting material that
substantiates the argument that you develop in
response to the question. Even if you have studied
certain films very closely, the extracts you have
selected may not lend themselves very well to the
illustration of your point and may weaken the impact
of your response. It is best to select the material that
reinforces an argument that addresses the question.
Knowledge of the material must be accompanied by
understanding of the question.
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Question 6 (b)
6(b) was a popular question that yielded many relevant and well organised responses
but also some misunderstanding with regard to the rubric. A small number of candidates
with less able language skills misread the question and misinterpreted the word φύλο for
φίλο. These response focused on friendships, rather than on relationships between men
and women or boys and girls. Often, these answers were not consistently relevant to the
requirements of this particular question.
This was a less able response that earned only 10 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments

There was very little argument or
description in direct response to the
question here and the introduction gave
the impression that the candidate was
setting out to write an essay about religion.
The information about the films was basic
and did not inspire any confidence in the
candidate's close knowledge of the material.
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Examiner Tip

A good response is distinguished by
its ability to convince the reader of the
candidate's knowledge of the source
material and understanding of the
question. An introduction such as the one
here is not very onvincing nor relevant
and shows limited skills regarding the
organisation and development of ideas.

Question 7 (a)
The way Cavafy utilises history to contextualise or provide themes for his poetry was a
popular topic for many candidates. The majority of those who chose this question knew the
poems very well and many made pertinent comments that addressed Cavafy's particular
preferences for certain historical periods and characters. As in previous years, some essays
were distinguished by identical introductions and phrasing that pointed to pre learned
material, rather than solid knowledge of the poems and ability to analyse and interpret in
response to the particular question.
Occasionally, the emphasis on demonstrating good knowledge of the material occurred at
the expense of arguing purposefully and in relation to the particular question. A number of
candidates summed up what goes on in the poems, in detail, but did not extract a point or
conclusion from these instances. Very often, answers on Cavafy offer substantiation without
articulating the point which they are meant to substantiate and whereas this approach to
the question may show that the candidate has excellent possession of facts, there is little
evidence of understanding the question or of the ability to organise and develop a relevant
response.
A very good essay that earned 25 out of the available 28 marks and covered many relevant
aspects of Cavafy's treatment of history, using apt poems for substantiation and economy in
structuring the response.
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Examiner Comments

This essay offered direct and purposeful
description and argument in response to the
question. Framing the main thesis of this
response with a little more detail in relation to
existing classifications of Cavafy's treatment
of history (real histories and imaginary people
versus imagined historical instances and real
personalities etc) would have added to this
otherwise pertinent response.

Examiner Tip

A succinct and pertinent introduction
and a conclusion that clearly and directly
reinforces the ideas that the candidate
has developed contribute to the effective
organisation of a response.

This was a less able response that earned 10 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This response indicated limited knowledge of the material and
minimal organisation and development of ideas. There was
some basic information about the text, some factually incorrect
references and a rather generic, awkwardly phrased conclusion.

Examiner Tip

Stress is not an option, unless prescribed so
by the grammatical rules themselves. Indicate
the position of the stress consistently in
accordance with the rules of Greek grammar.
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Question 7 (b)
This was by far the most popular question in this examination series. The majority of the
responses indicated that the candidates had been taught very well and trained to recognise
and articulate the nuances and instances of irony in Cavafy's poems. Many candidates were
able to distinguish between the types of irony employed by Cavafy, situational, dramatic,
verbal, and referred to relevant poems in order to exemplify their position. The material
quoted was mostly very well integrated into the essay and often enough there was evidence
of independent thought. Congratulations to many for demonstrating close knowledge of the
poetry and such good understanding of the question.
This was clearly a topic that candidates had a lot to say about it. Unfortunately, this
enthusiasm often translated into some transgressions with regard to keeping the economy
of the response within the prescribed word limit.
This was an excellent response that earned 26 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This was a model response. The main thesis
was well argued and expressed in excellent
Greek. The organisation and development
of ideas were extremely clear and effective
and there was no veering into unnecessary
biographical details, lengthy introductions about
biography and overtly descriptive narratives.
Some omissions regarding critical classifications
of irony (situational, dramatic, verbal), which
were mentioned in many essays, did not detract
from the excellent structure of the response.

Examiner Tip

This candidate made excellent
choices of poems that back up the
argument. Good substantiation
relies on good choices of what to
include and what to exclude.
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Question 8 (a)
This was the most popular out of the two questions on the short stories of Ioannou.
A good number of candidates produced some very good responses that demonstrated
excellent knowledge of the short stories and integrated this knowledge into the essays
through pertinent description and, often, quotations. These responses showed that the
candidates had been taught very well and had read the stories closely. Many supported
their argument with regard to Ioannou's preference for focusing on the everyday lives of
everyday people but also singled out the monumental and not so everyday incidents that
affected the lives of these people within the specifics of the social and historical coordinates
of the period they lived in: being uprooted, exiled, imprisoned, marginalised or ostracised,
ending up alone, poor and crushed with the loss of loved ones.
A word of caution needs to be offered in relation to such well-rehearsed answers that show
evidence of close reading and good study habits. Answers to questions about the Ioannou
module often tend to exceed word limits as the candidates feel compelled to indicate
their knowledge of the material by summing up the plot details of three or more short
stories. This is not advisable. Good knowledge may be demonstrated by referring to the
plot instances that are relevant to the question being asked. All-inclusive answers are not
advisable and they detract from the purposefulness and relevance of the response.
This was a good response that earned 22 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

Very good knowledge of the short stories
was demonstrated. The response included
relevant material which was very well
integrated into the essay and some apt
conclusive remarks following sometimes
overly lengthy descriptions. The candidate
could have exercised greater caution with
regard to structuring the material in a
way that would have left room for an apt
conclusion and stayed within the word limit.

This response had the makings of an excellent
essay, but earned 22 marks as the candidate
did not succeed in organising the information
within the constraints of the rubric. As a result
and because of the length that surpasses the
recommended limit, a lot of the discussion
regarding the treatment of the topic as well
as the closing statements were left out of the
material under assessment.
Avoid offering more and lengthier description
than needed, in order to substantiate your
argument. Some of the material in the
introduction was not directly relevant to
this question. Do not rehash the plot of the
stories. Round up your main points and offer
a conclusive argument which addresses the
question, within the prescribed word limit.
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Question 8 (b)
The question on the moral values that emerge in the short stories of Ioannou attracted a
good number of responses that treated the question mainly through description. Relevant
material that identified the oppressive conditions of living at times of war, in the post
war era, in poverty or in the margins of civil society was often integrated into the essays,
without clear or direct enough commentary on the moral stance of the protagonists or the
society of the short stories in general.
This was a response that could potentially have earned more marks than 20, had the
candidate organised the material more thoughtfully.
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Examiner Comments

This was an essay that started off well. The candidate
integrated many relevant details into the essay but
occasionally lingered on these details a little more
than necessary.
As a result the material under assessment did not
include a conclusion or a pertinent enough treatment
of the third short story in order to substantiate the
main position regarding the display of a moral stance.

Examiner Tip

Leave time at the end of writing to read your
response and make sure that your conclusion
features prominently. Conclusions ought to
say something about one's argument vis-à-vis
the question asked. More than words strung
together, a conclusion ought to make a good
final impression by offering a synthesis of one's
thoughts and the thrust of what has been raised
in the essay. This response has a rather general
conclusion that does not do enough justice to
the relevant arguments expressed here, in the
treatment of the first short story, in particular.
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Paper Summary
General remarks pertaining to candidate performance in the 2016 series are as follows:
Section A yielded satisfactory responses that captured meaning well, albeit not always with
appropriate precision in detail and nuance, especially in relation to 1(b) and 1(h).
To improve their performance candidates are reminded to:
•

avoid copying from the source text without manipulating the language or providing a
context that fits the question

•

avoid providing the same information as a response to different questions

•

pay attention to the rules of orthography and present a legible answer that does not spill
over the margins of the page

•

pay attention to the number of details required for a full response and provide this
number and no more or less.

The majority of responses to question 2, Section B were also satisfactory. Despite
occasional slips in the application of the rules of the case system and wrong choice of
vocabulary, transfer of meaning from English into Greek was carried out successfully and
many candidates achieved marks from the top boundary of 8-10. To improve performance
candidates are reminded to:
•

avoid leaving gaps if they are not aware of the appropriate word. Attempts to
paraphrase shows that candidates are in control of meaning

•

pay attention to tense and linguistic structures formation as there is not always an
equivalence between a structure in English and one in Greek. Occasionally, a simple past
in English may be used to convey habit and repetition, whereas in Greek it is not usually
the case; this is the function of the imperfect. Moreover an English gerund cannot
always be translated as a participle in Greek.

With regard to Section C: Topics and Texts, there was an obvious preference for the
modules on the poetry of Cavafy, the short stories of Ioannou and the films depicting
childhood and society. In comparison, the modules on history attracted a smaller number of
candidates than that of previous years. An already established trend indicating an increasing
lack of interest in the Geography module emerged this year also, with a very small number
of responses to questions 5(a) and 5(b). To improve performance candidates are reminded
to:
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•

practise writing pertinent answers, which pay attention to rubric and are able to
discriminate between what to include and what to exclude. Although knowledge of the
topics and text is required, a pertinent response must link this knowledge to the specific
requirements of the question. All-inclusive answers may earn the candidate some marks,
but unless the question is addressed, these will not merit marks from the top tiers of the
assessment criteria

•

practise writing within the restrictions of the rubric. Unfortunately, answers which exceed
the recommended word limit are considered incomplete if they do not manage to make
the necessary points and substantiate them within the number of words prescribed by
the rubric

•

conform to rubrics and work on an orderly and legible presentation of your ideas.
A serious matter concerning procedure related to the candidates’ organisation of their
allocated space for each question. Some candidates wrote responses to questions in the
space of the wrong question. It is advisable to pay attention to ticking the correct box.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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